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SCAN TO VIEW
THE REPORT

Through transparent and responsible reporting following the
standards of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI), MWG's
report includes information related to its direction, 4G
strategy, approach to sustainable development issues,
management methods in key areas, and the results achieved
by MWG in the past year. It also outlines the group's
orientation for the 2024-2030 period regarding ESG aspects.
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MWG PUBLISHES
SUSTAINABILITY REPORT

On April 22, 2024, MWG
officially released its
Sustainability Report 2023.
The report demonstrated its
competitiveness, creativity,
and ability to adapt to new
development trends while
also improving its model and
operational strategy to
become more responsive to
new opportunities without
overlooking the increasingly
stringent requirements for
ESG sustainability factors.

Bach Hoa Xanh signs a strategic
partnership with Minh Phu Seafood
Corp to distribute export-standard
shrimp at all Bach Hoa Xanh stores

Thanks to this strategic partnership, Bach
Hoa Xanh officially distributes shrimp lines
that meet the export standards of Japan,
the United States, and the European
Union (EU), which are raised in an
environment free of antibiotics and
chemicals. As a result, Bach Hoa Xanh
continues to provide consumers with safe
and high-quality food sources.
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ESG ACTIVITIES

Bach Hoa Xanh
signed a cooperation
agreement to build a

sustainable supply
chain, enhance the

quality of
Vietnamese goods

Bach Hoa Xanh
organizes charity

event at Phuc Lam
Shelter

MWG’s 3 brands
enter Top 5 best

retail brands 2024

MWG has become
an official member

of the National
Cybersecurity

Association - NCA

Earth Day 22/04
planet vs. plastics 

Call for the end of plastics for the
sake of human and planetary
health, demanding a 60%
reduction in the production of
plastics by 2040 and an ultimate
goal of building a plastic-free future
for generations to come.

In the context of facing
numerous challenges

regarding electricity supply,
the Government has issued

directions to maintain stable
energy security, sustainable
development, and economic
growth of the country in the

foreseeable future.

On April 9th and 10th, at MWG headquarters, a
Humanitarian Blood Donation activity will be
organized. This is an opportunity for each MWG
employee to demonstrate compassion and
contribute to saving the lives of many patients. In
addition to its profound humanitarian significance,
this activity is an occasion for MWG employees to
foster solidarity and carry out noble deeds together.
Detailed information and registration instructions will be sent through
internal communication channels in the coming days.

Source: The global organizer of Earth Day (EARTHDAY.ORG)


